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On 8 March 2019, the European Commission published a proposed update to
the Solvency II directive, aiming to remove certain constraints to the financing
of the economy, and to better align insurers’ capital charges with those of banks.
The proposals contain a number of significant reductions in both the equity and
spread risk capital charges for specific types of investments. In this article, we
discuss the EC updates, and the requirements for investments to qualify for the
proposed reduced capital charges.

Equities
Solvency II capital charges for equities are currently either 39% (Type 1) or
49% (Type 2), in both cases plus or minus a maximum of 10% based on the
value of the Symmetric Adjustment from time to time. There is a 22% capital
charge for strategic investments. Unlisted equities such as private equity
investments receive the type 2 treatment and there is no special treatment for
long-term investments which are not strategic in nature. These high capital
charges are the result of a calibration of Solvency II to a 99.5% 1-year
confidence level. This has had a significant impact on the equity investments of
most insurers: many currently hold less than 5% of equities in their general
account’s strategic asset allocation. This means that a large pool of long-term
insurance funds is effectively excluded from investing in the European economy.
The proposed amendments aim to improve this situation by introducing several
new concepts, and in particular Qualifying Unlisted Equities (“QUE”) and Longterm Equity Investments (“LTEI”).
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Qualifying unlisted equities can receive type 1 treatment (39% +/- 10%) if they
satisfy specific conditions, which include the following:
 The investment must be in ordinary shares of a company not listed in any

regulated market;
 The head office of the company needs to be within the European Economic

Area (EEA);
 More than half the company’s revenue must be generated from EEA or OECD

countries;
 More than half the employees must be based in the EEA;
 The balance sheet or turnover must exceed EUR10 million and staff must be

greater than 50;
 They cannot be financial institutions, pension funds or investment

vehicles/investment managers.
The proposal also defines a beta calculation combining the company’s margins,
return on equity, balance-sheet leverage and cash flow into a single number,
which must not be exceeded for the investment to qualify.
The second new concept is that of Long-term equity investments (LTIE).
Insurers can apply for LTIE treatment and receive a 22% capital charge if they
can demonstrate to the regulator that a number of conditions are satisfied,
including:
 The equity investments must be clearly identified and part of a distinct portfolio

designated to cover the liabilities of a specific book of insurance contracts,
which has also been clearly identified;
 The book of insurance contracts cannot constitute the entirety of the insurer’s

business;
 The average holding period must exceed 5 years;
 Stocks must be listed in the EEA or, if not listed, must be stocks of companies

headquartered in the EEA;
 The insurer must be able to hold on to the position for 10 years if need be,

without being forced to sell.
Interestingly, where equities are held within a collective investment fund or an
alternative investment fund, these requirements will apply at the fund level. This
could create opportunities for insurers wanting to invest in active equity funds for
the long term.
Today, infrastructure equities can receive the 22% capital charge if they are
strategic investments. Under the proposals, they could also qualify for
treatment as long-term investments, provided they met the LTIE
requirements.
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Fixed Income Investments
For fixed income investments, the European Commission has proposed a new set
of criteria to allow unrated bonds or loans to receive CQS2 (Single A) or CQS3
(BBB) treatment. As with the new equity categories, the bonds or loans need to
satisfy certain conditions.
Unrated bonds or loans may be assigned CQS2 (single A equivalent) treatment if:
 The insurer has a robust internal rating methodology which assesses the credit

risk to the satisfaction of the regulator;
 Where the unrated investment is a co-investment, the originator is 1) a bank

using an Internal Ratings Based Approach as defined in CRD IV1, or 2) an
insurer using an approved internal model under Solvency II;
 The issuer is not an insurer or other financial institution, investment fund,

pension fund or infrastructure entity;
 The loan or bond is senior;
 The issuer is headquartered in the EEA and generates over 50% of its

revenues from EEA or OECD countries;
 The issuer’s balance sheet or turnover are greater than EUR10 million and its

staff exceed 50;
 The issuer has been profitable over the last 5 years and is not highly

leveraged;
 The yield is not too high. It must be no higher than the average yield of 1)

representative single-A and BB bond indices and 2) a representative single-A
index + 0.5%.
Alternatively, unrated securities may be assigned CQS3 (BBB equivalent), subject
to the same conditions, with the exception that the yield should be no higher than
the average yield of 1) representative BBB and BB bond indices and 2) a
representative BBB index + 0.5%.
The proposal contains a specific article (176b) to describe the requirements for
the internal credit assessment systems insurers may deploy to assign a CQS level
to unrated loans. The second paragraph states that insurers must be able to
demonstrate that their internal ratings are reliable and properly reflect the spread
risk of the asset. From this, we can infer that, if an insurer wants to assign a
CQS2 or CQS3 rating to an unrated bond or loan, as a minimum the insurer’s
internal model needs to indicate this as the appropriate rating level.
A further article (176c) describes the conditions under which an insurer may rely
on the ratings generated by the internal rating model of the bank or insurer which
has originated the assets.
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Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 for banks
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Will these proposals have a major impact on insurers’
investment strategies?
It is clear that for the right assets, the reduction in the capital charge can be
significant, particularly for equities, where it can go beyond 50%. The question is
whether the conditions required for an investment to qualify, although fully
understandable given the EC’s objectives, are not overly onerous.
No doubt, insurance companies wanting to make a long-term investment in
specific European equities will be satisfied. For example, the proposals could
allow them to target specific companies for investment as part of an ESG impact
investment strategy. European private equity and infrastructure equity look
particularly attractive, given that they are typically buy-and-hold investments,
highly structured in terms of financial covenants and, in the case of infrastructure,
have a clear geographical focus. However, there are possible snags for both
categories. Private equity investments may fall foul of the requirements around
financial leverage and the maximum holding of 10% of a company. For
infrastructure equity, the requirement for the issuer to employ at least 50 staff
within the EEA could be difficult to satisfy given that many issuers are special
purpose vehicles.
Where insurers want to take advantage of the opportunity to get improved capital
treatment for an active European equity strategy as part of their Strategic Asset
Allocation for a set of insurance liabilities, they will need to ensure that the
manager of the strategy conforms to the requirements for long-term equity
treatment. A new category of European equity funds may develop as a result, just
for European insurers.
Among the fixed income proposals, the explicit possibility to rely on the internal
ratings of the originators of co-investments may have the most significant impact.
This avoids the need for insurers to replicate the effort of building an internal
ratings model where the originator (often a bank) has already gone through the
process of obtaining regulatory approval for its model. It also creates a more level
playing field between banks and insurers in unrated fixed income. The proposed
language may entice more European insurers to look into co-investments in
unrated credit by lowering the barriers to entry.
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Important Information
For Professional Clients and intermediaries within countries set out below; and for Institutional Investors and
Financial Advisors in Canada and the US. This document should not be distributed to or relied upon by Retail
clients/investors.
The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and investors may not get back the
amount originally invested. Past performance contained in this document is not a reliable indicator of future
performance whilst any forecasts, projections and simulations contained herein should not be relied upon as an
indication of future results. Where overseas investments are held the rate of currency exchange may cause the value
of such investments to go down as well as up. Investments in emerging markets are by their nature higher risk and
potentially more volatile than those inherent in some established markets. Economies in Emerging Markets generally
are heavily dependent upon international trade and, accordingly, have been and may continue to be affected
adversely by trade barriers, exchange controls, managed adjustments in relative currency values and other
protectionist measures imposed or negotiated by the countries with which they trade. These economies also have
been and may continue to be affected adversely by economic conditions in the countries in which they trade. Mutual
fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
The contents of this document may not be reproduced or further distributed to any person or entity, whether in whole or in part,
for any purpose. All non-authorised reproduction or use of this document will be the responsibility of the user and may lead to
legal proceedings. The material contained in this document is for general information purposes only and does not constitute
advice or a recommendation to buy or sell investments. Some of the statements contained in this document may be
considered forward looking statements which provide current expectations or forecasts of future events. Such forward looking
statements are not guarantees of future performance or events and involve risks and uncertainties. Actual results may differ
materially from those described in such forward-looking statements as a result of various factors. We do not undertake any
obligation to update the forward-looking statements contained herein, or to update the reasons why actual results could differ
from those projected in the forward-looking statements. This document has no contractual value and is not by any means
intended as a solicitation, nor a recommendation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument in any jurisdiction in
which such an offer is not lawful. The views and opinions expressed herein are those of HSBC Global Asset Management at
the time of preparation, and are subject to change at any time. These views may not necessarily indicate current portfolios'
composition. Individual portfolios managed by HSBC Global Asset Management primarily reflect individual clients' objectives,
risk preferences, time horizon, and market liquidity. Foreign and emerging markets. Investments in foreign markets involve
risks such as currency rate fluctuations, potential differences in accounting and taxation policies, as well as possible political,
economic, and market risks. These risks are heightened for investments in emerging markets which are also subject to
greater illiquidity and volatility than developed foreign markets. This commentary is for information purposes only. It is a
marketing communication and does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation to any reader of this content to buy
or sell investments nor should it be regarded as investment research. It has not been prepared in accordance with legal
requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing
ahead of its dissemination. We accept no responsibility for the accuracy and/or completeness of any third party information
obtained from sources we believe to be reliable but which have not been independently verified.
HSBC Global Asset Management is a group of companies in many countries and territories throughout the world that are
engaged in investment advisory and fund management activities, which are ultimately owned by HSBC Holdings Plc. (HSBC
Group). HSBC Global Asset Management is the brand name for the asset management business of HSBC Group. The above
communication is distributed by the following entities:
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In Argentina by HSBC Administradora de Inversiones S.A.S.G.F.C.I., Sociedad Gerente de Fondos Comunes de
Inversión, registered with the Comisión Nacional de Valores (CNV) under N° [1];
In Australia, this document is issued by HSBC Global Asset Management (Australia), the sales and distribution arm of
HSBC global funds for Australian investors and a division of HSBC Bank Australia Limited ABN 48 006 434 162, AFSL
232595, for HSBC Global Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited ARBN 132 834 149 (“HSBC”). This document is not
available for distribution to retail clients (as defined under the Corporations Act). HSBC Global Asset Management
(Hong Kong) Limited is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license under the
Corporations Act in respect of the financial services it provides. HSBC Global Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited
is regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong under the Hong Kong laws, which differ from
Australian laws.
in Austria by HSBC Global Asset Management (Österreich) GmbH which is regulated by the Financial Market
Supervision in Austria (FMA);





























in Bermuda by HSBC Global Asset Management (Bermuda) Limited, of 37 Front Street, Hamilton, Bermuda which is
licensed to conduct investment business by the Bermuda Monetary Authority;
in Canada by HSBC Global Asset Management (Canada) Limited which provides its services as a dealer in all provinces
of Canada except Prince Edward Island and also provides services in Northwest Territories. HSBC Global Asset
Management (Canada) Limited provides its services as an advisor in all provinces of Canada except Prince Edward
Island;
in Chile: Operations by HSBC's headquarters or other offices of this bank located abroad are not subject to Chilean
inspections or regulations and are not covered by warranty of the Chilean state. Further information may be obtained
about the state guarantee to deposits at your bank or on www.sbif.cl;
in Colombia: HSBC Bank USA NA has an authorized representative by the Superintendencia Financiera de Colombia
(SFC) whereby its activities conform to the General Legal Financial System. SFC has not reviewed the information
provided to the investor. This document is for the exclusive use of institutional investors in Colombia and is not for public
distribution;
in Finland, Norway, Denmark and Sweden by HSBC Global Asset Management (France), a Portfolio Management
Company authorised by the French regulatory authority AMF (no. GP99026) and through the Stockholm branch of
HSBC Global Asset Management (France), regulated by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority
(Finansinspektionen);
in France, Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Portugal, Greece by HSBC Global Asset Management (France), a
Portfolio Management Company authorised by the French regulatory authority AMF (no. GP99026);
in Germany by HSBC Global Asset Management (Deutschland) GmbH which is regulated by BaFin;
in Hong Kong by HSBC Global Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited, which is regulated by the Securities and
Futures Commission;
in India by HSBC Asset Management (India) Pvt Ltd. which is regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India;
in Italy and Spain by HSBC Global Asset Management (France), a Portfolio Management Company authorised by the
French regulatory authority AMF (no. GP99026) and through the Italian and Spanish branches of HSBC Global Asset
Management (France), regulated respectively by Banca d’Italia and Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa
(Consob) in Italy, and the Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores (CNMV) in Spain;
in Mexico by HSBC Global Asset Management (Mexico), SA de CV, Sociedad Operadora de Fondos de Inversión,
Grupo Financiero HSBC which is regulated by Comisión Nacional Bancaria y de Valores;
in the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain & Kuwait by HSBC Bank Middle East Limited which are regulated by
relevant local Central Banks for the purpose of this promotion and lead regulated by the Dubai Financial Services
Authority.
in Oman by HSBC Bank Oman S.A.O.G regulated by Central Bank of Oman and Capital Market Authority of Oman;
in Peru: HSBC Bank USA NA has an authorized representative by the Superintendencia de Banca y Seguros in Perú
whereby its activities conform to the General Legal Financial System - Law No. 26702. Funds have not been registered
before the Superintendencia del Mercado de Valores (SMV) and are being placed by means of a private offer. SMV has
not reviewed the information provided to the investor. This document is for the exclusive use of institutional investors in
Perú and is not for public distribution;
in Singapore by HSBC Global Asset Management (Singapore) Limited, which is regulated by the Monetary Authority of
Singapore;
in Switzerland by HSBC Global Asset Management (Switzerland) AG whose activities are regulated in Switzerland and
which activities are, where applicable, duly authorised by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority. Intended
exclusively towards qualified investors in the meaning of Art. 10 para 3, 3bis and 3ter of the Federal Collective
Investment Schemes Act (CISA);
in Taiwan by HSBC Global Asset Management (Taiwan) Limited which is regulated by the Financial Supervisory
Commission R.O.C. (Taiwan);
in the UK by HSBC Global Asset Management (UK) Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority;
and in the US by HSBC Global Asset Management (USA) Inc. which is an investment adviser registered with the US
Securities and Exchange Commission.
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